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Running Out Of Gas On The Fast Lane
Repurpose of abandoned drilling rigs in the North Sea
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ASPECT 1 - 3

Through an iterative feedback-driven process, the project Running Out 
Of Gas On The Fast Lane 1 (ROOGOTFL) spans two main research fields, which 
informed the design. Feedback from both research and design were used to form a 
closed loop, where discoveries in one discipline informed decisions in the other, and 
vice versa.

The first topic addresses the dangerous consequences of climate change– 
especially for the population of the Netherlands, which faces rising sea levels. An 
undesired, nor not impossible scenario, would be the loss of livable land due to 
flooding. The loss of building and living area would result in drastic changes to 
the means of life. On the one hand, we need to research possibilities to slow down 
the process, and also change our way of life. However, on the other hand, we must 
look for concepts and design proposals to support a lifestyle with radical climate 
changes. Eventually either the oil and gas supply will be exhausted, or society will 
develop methods to rely completely on eco-friendly energy sources. What will then 
happen to the oil industry and their factories and structures? In this hypothetical 
situation, offshore drilling rigs, structures made of billions of Euros worth of steel 
and concrete, will need to be repurposed. These highly sophisticated platforms and 
jackets resist storms, frequent waves (resonance), and salt water. These abandoned 
rigs provide society with the opportunity to repurpose, and even extend the site 
over and under water. A more detailed article about this topic can be found in the 
Atlantis Magazine (vol. 28, 2017, p. 41-46, Benjamin N. Kemper: ROOGOTFL: 
Running Out Of Gas On The Fast Lane).

The second topic deals with changes in our society, with human behavior, 
and in cities due to the exponential progress of technological change. How are we 
going to live in a future, and which role will architecture play in an augmented 
world? It might emerge as a balancing act between utopia and dystopia, between 
the total dependency and repression of the machines and the freedom to achieve 
more than we ever imagined. Society’s addiction to technical devices emphasizes the 
urgency at hand to begin to work with new technologies instead of denying the pro-
cess categorically. The project ROOGOTFL showcases the possibilities and benefits 
of computational design on multiple layers. The design is carefully developed with 
the use of data gained through analytical methods. Agent based modeling helped 
to create an unconventional, however logical schematic framework. On a macro to 
micro scale, computational design strategies (i.e. topology optimizations, structural 
analyses, or function mapping) were combined with material computation and 
robotic manufacturing. As mentioned, feedback loops informed the computational 
model in both directions.

Over the past couple of decades, a paradigm shift in architecture towards 
non standard, intelligent, and interactive architecture has emerged. With the emer-
gence of powerful computational tools such as Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, the era 
of nonstandard architecture appears to be blossoming. As we are at the beginning 
of the age of digitalization, where computational logic has become integrated into 
the field of architecture, we need to clarify how and why the new techniques and 
technologies, such as programmed architecture and robotic milling and printing, are 
to be incorporated in the design and build processes.

Robotic Building (formerly hyperbody) examines the intersection between 
the physically built robotically augmented environments and robotically supported 
building processes. Reconfigurable, robotic environments can incorporate sen-
sor-actuator mechanisms that enable buildings to interact with their users and sur-
roundings in real-time. Design to production-, assembly-, and operation-chains are 
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supported by robotic means. Computational design, utilizing the cutting edge tools 
available today, allows a scholar to step beyond the limitations of traditional draft-
ing. More often than not, curricula for those apprenticing as architects are based 
primarily on additive design processes, which have the benefit of being universally 
accepted, but are limited however in their intricacy as well as in their techniques to 
execute a vision.

ROOGOTFL encapsulates the aforementioned aspects. The design and 
development processes were, on the one hand, supported various computational 
strategies and, on the other hand, informed by the shift from traditional, standard-
ized architecture towards individualized, informed architecture. The design strategy 
employs a solution based approach to address current complex problems, such as 
climate change, the oil and gas industry, and paradigm shifts in society and cul-
ture. The projects integrates a high level of diversity in computational embedding, 
i.e. robotic fabrication (hybrid procedure: additive vs. subtractive manufacturing, 
soft vs. solid materials) and local responsive, intelligent behavior (cellular strategy). 
This allows for a locally informed structure that can treat and adapt to all different 
functions.

ASPECT 4 - 5

Two novel outcomes were achieved during the process. First, on a design 
level, the project benefited from an exploration of an unconventional combination of 
CGI (Computer Generated Imagery, mostly used in animations and visual effects) 
and computational architectural design. This approach was influenced by the work 
of Neri Oxman, even though her work focuses more on design scale (furniture) than 
on architecture. This combination of mathematical algorithms and parametric cod-
ing resulted in a growing geometry used to create architecture. Second, on a proto-
typing and material level, an additive procedure to 6D print silicone was developed. 
Therefore, a specialized end effector for the robot was built. The outcome showcases 
the possibilities of additive manufacturing, a soft material and hybridity with a rigid 
base material. Both research results not only influenced the design project, but are 
also promising to build upon and develop further.

Besides that, the design concept transfers to the real world. The chosen 
site, an oil platform in the North Sea, is only one possibility. Due to the flexibility 
of the computational model, many different locations can be foreseen. The parasitic 
approach of using an existing framework helps to conceptualize using this as a model 
to implement similar structures on other existing frameworks or extreme situations 
(abandoned industries, desert, dense urban spaces, etc.). Through a combination of 
universal data received from local analysis, a variation of scripts dealing with differ-
ent scales and CGI algorithms can provide a unique and locally optimized structure.

The most frequently asked question concerning the project ROOGOTFL 
is, who wants actually to live there? Is not it too far fetched to assume that more 
than a few people would consider to live on an offshore platform? First, we need to 
get prepared for radical changes in the future. It is absolutely conceivable, that soon, 
most people will no longer be able to choose where they want to live because land is 
no longer abundant. Second, even if we are able to choose, there are many individ-
uals who seek to break out of the status quo and live a life to their own expectations. 
These people will have the manner and the ambitions to start a better, an ideal life, 
and to build up an improved society.

The complete project needs to be considered as design research that con-
siders a futuristic scenario. However, the research revealed useful outcomes for con-
temporary design and research approaches. In my opinion, it demonstrates future 
applications of cutting edge tools and contributes to the growing body of knowledge 
in the field of generative architecture.
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